


On the weekly timeframe, BTC has printed 2 DOJI
candles, showing strong indecision around the current
liquidity level. At this time, BTCUSD seems to be pushing
towards the $66,000 area. 

If the daily candle closes above the $65,000 level with a
"Bullish Engulfing" formation, we can see price action
reaching previous highs. 

BTCUSD has been showing weakness since BTC hit
$68,000 on October 20th. Traders have been waiting for a
clear momentum, as a lot of consolidation is still taking
place in this pair.

 
 

BTCUSD



At the time of writing, ETHUSD is retesting its previous high at $4445. The last time price action reached those levels was in May. Daily and weekly price
action show a strong bullish momentum around the current resistance. Two scenarios are feasible from this point. A daily price closure above the
$4500-$4600 zone, can push ETHUSD to new all-time highs. On the other hand, a correction from this point could signal a bearish scenario (closest
support $3900). 

Ethereum (ETH)



In the last week alone we have seen an increase of about 25% in the price of BNB. Price created a bottom at $300 and from there it has surged
consistently. At the moment, BNBUSD is trading at $545. Investors are confident that a few more gains can be added as the pair has now broken the $500
resistance level. In addition, the ascending trend (highlighted in blue) has been respected since June 2021 and should be a good target for long positions. 
Traders now waiting for a possible retest of the $600 supply level. 

Binance Coin (BNB)



Cardano (ADA) is at a good risk-to-reward level
at the moment. Since August 2021 has
retreating lower, forming a DOJI candle at its all-
time highs. Price has dropped significantly from
that point. At the time of this analysis, ADAUSD
is trading at $1.97. Daily and 4H price action
seems to be creating the first few rejections
around the $1.88 support level. 

A strong consolidation has been taking place in
the last few days, with price action ranging
between $2.40 and $1.80. This consolidation
area must be broken in order to further take
positions in this pair. If the descending formation
(highlighted in blue) gets broken to the upside,
investors will shift to a bullish momentum,
targeting the $2.80 resistance level first, and the
previous $3.00 ATHs level. 

 

Cardano (ADA)



SOLUSD consolidates below the $215 resistance level.
Strong bullish momentum printed in the weekly and
monthly timeframes, which may encourage new All-Time
Highs. The ascending triangular formation has been
rejected successfully several times since September,
which gives traders enough confidence in the trend. 

Solana printed new ATHs a few days ago, and now
investors are cautiously waiting to see if price exhaustion
takes place around the area. If SOLUSD fails to break the
resistance, a double-top formation will be printed, giving
bears reasons to short this pair.  On the contrary, weekly
price closure above $215, can push the price towards the
$250 mark. 

 
 

Solana (SOL)



XRPUSD currently trading at $1.11. Price has been consolidating at around the current level for more than a week. Investors need to wait until a clear
breakout of the current pattern in order to take further decisions. A bullish breakout could push the price back to the $1.39 resistance, while a bearish
breakout can give bears reasons to place shorts with the $0.50 level as a target. 

XRP 



Polkadot’s rising wedge pushed the price to new ATHs today. Bulls carried the price above the $50 mark. From this point, a retracement cannot be
discounted as price has been increasing for several consecutive weeks now.  Neither the daily nor the weekly candle are showing signs of exhaustion
around the current supply level, which can create a new record high. We advise investors to be aware that the current price level does not hold a good
Risk-to-Reward ratio. 

Polkadot (DOT) 



SHIB price surged over 800% in October, managing
to print several all-time highs. The performance of
SHIB placed it in the top 10 rank, with a current
market cap of $38 Bn.

At the time of writing, SHIBUSD is trading at
$0.000069. Price has lost momentum since it
retraced from the $0.000080 resistance.

Daily candles are now showing indecision around
the current liquidity level. Consolidation must be
broken if bulls want to push price further. 

 
 

Shiba Inu (SHIB) 



At the time of this analysis, Dogecoin is trading at $0.27, strongly consolidating around the current area. The price has not been able to break the
$0.34-$0.15 range since August. 

After hitting $0.33 on October 28th, price has lost momentum. Daily and weekly candles are showing an evident indecision. From this point, bulls can push
DOGEUSD price action to the previous $0.34 resistance or bring the price further down to $0.25-$0.19. 

Dogecoin (DOGE)



LUNA has added 2.54% in the last 24 hours. At this time, LUNAUSD is trading at $44.07. Based on market structure, the ascending formation
(highlighted in blue) can give bulls reasons to place long positions with the level $49.45 as a target. If this resistance gets rejected, traders should
expect a correction to the $40-$35 support level. 

Terra (LUNA)  



AVAX has surged 4.26% in the last trading sessions. The price at the moment of writing is $66.13. Similar to many Altcoins in the market at the
moment, there is a strong consolidation around the current liquidity level.  Price has been ranging between the $70 and $50 range in the last few
days, nonetheless, a weekly ascending pattern is still valid. Price has been respecting the ascending channel for weeks now. For the short-time
consolidation pattern to change, a weekly price closure outside this price box must take place. 

Avalanche (AVAX)




